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Flix Technology is a business name affiliated to 

Azhari engineering for designing and digital 

maketing and considered as one of the most desirable 

firm keen in the field of programming, modren designing 

developing and proudly recorded more than 100,s of busness 

deals since then, and managed to gain trust of more than 100  

clients .we also do research and adopt the most recent ongoing 

technology to satisfy the current market  

ABOUT US



To be a leader in the field 
by enhanced ser                   
vices, relationship and 
profitability

To provide quality sevices 
that exceeds the 
expectations of our 
esteemed customers 

T o build long term 
relationships with our 
customers and clients and 
provide exceptional 
customer services by 
pursing business through 
innovation and advanced 
technology  

purpose
vision

missionstatement

Company Strategy



Website Development

Our proven creative website design services speak 
pg yoir brand , your website is your first 
impression to the world our web design teams 
create the aesthetic responsive and funtional  
experiences thus establishing an experiences thus 
establishing an instant connection with your 
customers that resonate with tour target 
audiences 



Our company works in various ways such as search engine optimization web site promotion 
social media optimization old website updates  backlinks linkbuilding pay per click google 
display adwords serices on google bing yahoo campaign tracking analytic reporting affiliate 
marketing services and incease sales and maximize the value of the products & services of your 
company etc

SEO and Web Solutions
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Our team of mobile app developers is creative and 
knowledgeable to accomplish your individual demands as 
well as your business needs with advanced tools and 
technology our mobile apps developers are able to create 
highly customized mobile to create highly customized 
mobile applications for consumer needs and enterprises our 
experience and past work are the showcase of our brilliance 
in mobile applications development

Mobile Applications Development



Companies systems and database in our 
company we develop unbeatable full(ERP) 
systems and database for small and big 
companies and all types of organizations 
which inculudes sales  management, 
accounting, stock management, emploees, 
projects management and give you 
continuous reports to scale the process of 
work our designed systems are flexible and 
easy to monitor and is designed according to 
end user requirements

Companies Systems and Database



We design an IT network and CCTVs based around your priorities of 

performance, reliability, security and price having a network that you can 

depend on and is delivered and managed by trusted people can have a 

dramatic impact on your business performance and the effectivenes of your 

IT team whther wireless or fixed, LAN or WAN.AzhariENGG network 

solutions not only provide fast , efficient and robust connectivity, they’re 

managed by a team that knows and cares about your system from 

end-to-end

Networking and CCTV



we offer a bespoke digital marketing 
service built around your needs, 
including creative content 
services,web design &development, 
online reputation management , 
organic SEO eCommerce specialists, 
conversion rate optimisation 5 star 
reviews distribution, social,UX 
&mobile

Digital Marketing



graphic design and  advertisements are the most 
powerful ways to market your services and
products and reach your targeted audiences
easily  wih our skilled team we design all types 
of grapgics and ADs such as : motion graphic, 
logos and brands, brochures ,flyers,banners,
profile,books,magazines,we also direct videos 
for exhibitions,conferenes and educational trips

Graphic Design and Advertisements



Get your dream 
house designed 
and modelled 
with our 
professinal 
designers and let 
us show tou 
your esteemed 
home befor 
implementing it 
in real 

Architectural 3D Design



Quality of work 
Resonable price 
Fast in executing projects
Flexibilty in dealing with customers
Taking care of clients projects
Testing projects befor publishing
Qiving training to clients giving trainung to clients
Full year continuous support for free
Giving discounts for returning cusromers
Giving customers security warranty
Always making research and adopting new technology 
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Some Of Our Amazing Clients



contact us
+249111004468

marketing@flixtechnology.com

www@flixtechnology.com

2nd floor, SMA building , El GamhuriyaAvenue, Khartoum


